


Eversol is a pioneering token within the Solana ecosystem, designed to 
revolutionize the concept of passive income in the Solana space. 
As a utility token, Eversol offers its holders the unique opportunity to earn 
Solana (SOL) simply by holding onto their Eversol tokens. 

This innovative reward system operates on a decentralized framework, 
leveraging smart contracts on the Solana blockchain to autonomously 
distribute SOL rewards to Eversol holders based on their holdings.

By participating in the Eversol ecosystem, investors not only benefit from 
the potential value appreciation of the token itself but also gain passive 
income in the form of SOL, one of the fastest-growing cryptocurrencies. 

This incentivizes long-term holding and contributes to the overall stability 
and growth of the Eversol community.

With its seamless integration into the Solana blockchain, Eversol stands at 
the forefront of decentralized finance (DeFi), offering a user-friendly and 
efficient means for investors to generate passive income while actively 
contributing to the decentralized ecosystem.



EverSol applies a nominal 8% tax on both purchases and sells, 
which is utilized to reward its holders in Solanas. This tax is 
distributed as follows
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In EverSol, the total token supply is divided sensibly: 
Development Teams, Liquidity Pools, Marketing and Buyback. 
This ensures fair distribution and fosters participation.
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EverSol, as a milestone, is set to release on GitHub its own custom 
Typescript script in order to create your own reward tokens, for free.
This move aims to promote equal opportunities and stimulate 
growth in the Solana ecosystem.

By incentivizing developers to create reward tokens, EverSol 
anticipates sparking new projects and ideas, thereby attracting 
more participants to the Solana network

EverSol’s Official GitHub



EverTrade, a Telegram-based trading bot, implements a tax 
system where a portion of each trade goes towards token 
burning, creating deflationary pressure, while the rest is used 
to purchase EverSol tokens.

Users enjoy a reduced tax rate of purchasing EverSol through 
EverTrade, incentivizing engagement. The bot’s rapid trading 
transactions aim to boost EverSol’s trading volume, 
enhancing its market potential.

The Trading Bot is set to be released to public when Milestone 
2 is reached. Currently in Pre-Alpha.



Lower Tax
6% instead of 8% tax is applied if you buy EverSol through 

EverTrade.

Utility
Functionalities such as auto-trade, take profit, limit order and 
adjust gas fees will be included.

BuyBack & Burn
0.25% of the traded coin by user is burned and 0.25% buys 
back EverSol Token. This will be applied on sells only.

Speed
A never seen transactional speed on Solana's Blockchain thanks 
to the improved algorithm and Next-Gen servers.



Phase 1: Community Building and Initial Development

• Initial EverSol draft idea
• Development of a Reward Token on Solana
• Establish social media presence on platforms like 

Twitter and Telegram
• Engage with the community through giveaways 

and promotions to build a strong foundation.
• Awareness marketing



• Ramp up marketing efforts, collaborating with prominent 
influencers on Twitter, and Telegram to increase visibility and 
attract new holders.

• Launch targeted advertising campaigns to reach a wider 
audience and generate interest in the project.

• Focus on community engagement through interactive 
activities and events to foster loyalty and participation.

Phase 2: Expansion and Outreach



• Official Launch of EverSol
• Launch of Tracking Rewards dApp
• Continue to enhance the project’s infrastructure and 

features based on community feedback and market 
trends.

Phase 3: Launch and Scaling

• MILESTONE Reach 5,000 holders: Release the TypeScript 
custom code on GitHub, enabling transparency and 
community involvement in the Solana’s development.



• Introduce new partnerships and collaborations to expand the 
project’s reach and capabilities.

• Launch viral marketing campaigns on Twitter to increase 
awareness and drive organic growth.

• MILESTONE Reach 10,000 holders: Launch EverTrade, the 
trading bot, providing users with additional utility and 
incentivizing further adoption.

Phase 4: Accelerated Growth and Innovation

• Further develop the ecosystem by exploring innovative 
use cases and integrating new features based on 
emerging technologies and trends.



• Focus on maintaining a strong community presence and 
fostering continued engagement through ongoing initiatives 
and incentives.

• Continue to support and empower holders through 
transparent communication and regular updates on 
project developments.

• Strive for sustainability and longevity by establishing a 
roadmap for future growth and expansion, ensuring 
Eversol remains a leading project within the 
cryptocurrency space.

Phase 5: Sustainability & Long-Term Vision

What’s Next? Join our Twitter Spaces and Telegram VCs to 
find out
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